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Bd facscelesta filter guide

BD FACSCelesta can quickly and accurately analyze many types of cells, including lymphoid tissue (thyme, spleen and lymph nodes), digested solid tissues and blood. Using panels of directly conjugital fluorescent antibodies to identify specific cellular surface and intracellential epitopes, cytometric analysis of multicolored flow allows researchers to examine specific target levels of proteins expressed by
individual cells at different stages of development and differentiation. Multiparametric, one-room focus of multi-white flow cytometry perfectly corresponds to further immunological discovery of protein and gene expression and cellular signaling. BD's cell identification, transcription factor expression and cytokine excretion and measurement solutions reflect the commitment to high quality and consistency
needed for advanced research. Illuminate rare cells and low-density antigens Rare cells, or cells that have few surface receptor markers of interest, can be difficult to detect using conventional reagents. Bright reagents are essential in dealing with these muted cells than others in the sample. BD Horizon Brilliant™ polymer conjugations can endears previously muted cells with much brighter fluorescent
signals than traditional organic fluorescent colors or even phytobiliproteins such as PE or APC. Optimization for these bright colors allows BD FACSCelesta to identify cellular populations with a wider range of receptor density than previously possible. Cell Biology Applications Cell Analysis in a New Light Flow cytometry can provide rich data to cellular biologists working in a wide range of fields, from
molecular interaction to system biology, from pharmacokinetics to cancer biology, from cellular signaling through marine biology to biophysics. The use of flow cytometry flourished with increased interest in proteomics, increased use of biomarkers in drug development research and the proliferation of high-devouring drug screening research, based on cells. Light scattering detection and analysis allows
researchers to measure the physical characteristics of cells in suspension, such as cell shape, size and internal complexity. Adding fluorescent markers allows researchers to examine pronounced or secretions of proteins that detect cell phonips, function and status. Using a wide landscape of cellular function assays, the flow of cytometry can shed light on various types of samples, such as whole blood, cell
lines, and yeast. With three lasers and up to 14 optical channels, BD FACSCelesta can multiplex many of these attacks at once on the same pattern. A study of a complex population at the level of a single cell and the main power of cytometry flow is its ability to study complex populations. Western stains, immunoprecipitations and PCR-based techniques rely on the lising of the entire sample. Their results
provide useful data for the population in but it can be difficult to compare subsets of cells that might behave differently. Other techniques that examine individual cells, such as microscopy is difficult to increase for quantitative analysis. Flow cytometry can characterize a large number of individual cells, allowing it to identify, quantify and characterize different subsets of cells in the heterogeneous population.
Doctor's offices Professional exposure to blood-borne pathogens from iglies and other sharp injuries is a serious problem that is not limited to hospitals. Any worker handling sharp devices or equipment – such as scalpels, seams, hypodermic needles, blood collection devices or flebotomy devices – is at risk of sharp object-related injuries. Working with BD products, doctors' offices can take the first course
of action towards providing safe disposal of sharp objects and dealing with needle injuries from injections. Diabetes care &gt;&gt; Interventional specialties &gt;&gt; Browse all interventional specialties products &gt;&gt; LASER DETECTOR DYE 488nm Blue 488/10 SSC 530/30 Select OneFITCAlexa Fluor 488CFSEGFP*Sytox GreenYFP* 695/40 Select OnePerCPPerCP Cy5.5PerCP eFluor 710PerCP
eFluor 450YFP* 561nm Yellow/Green 585/42 Select OnePEtdTomatoDsRedAlexa Fluor 555 616/23 Select OnePE-Texas RedPImCherrymRuby 670/14 Select OnePE-Cy5Quantum Red7-AADmPlum 710/40 Select OnePE-Cy5.5PE-Alexa Fluor 680 780/60 PE-Cy7 633nm Red 660/20 Select OneAPCAlexa Fluor 633Alexa Fluor 647Cy5 730/45 Select OneAPC-Cy5.5Alexa Fluor 680Alexa Fluor 710eFluor
710 780/60 Select OneAPC-eFluor 780APC-Cy7APC-Alexa Fluor 750APC-H7 407nm Violet 450/50 Select OneBrilliant Violet 421BD Horizon Brilliant Violet 421eFluor 450Alexa Fluor 405V450Pac BlueHoechstCFPDAPI 530/30 Select OneBrilliant Violet 510BD Horizon Brilliant Violet 510Alexa Fluor 430V500Pacific Orange 582/15 Brilliant Violet 570 605/40 Select OneBrilliant Violet 605BD Horizon Brilliant
Violet 605eFluor 605 660/40 Select OneBrilliant Violet 650BD Horizon Brilliant Violet 605 710/50 Select OneBrilliant Violet 711BD Horizon Brilliant Violet 711 780/60 Select OneBrilliant Violet 785BD Horizon Brilliant Violet 785 355 UV 450/40 Select OneHoechstDAPI *There are separate filter sets available to detect GFP and YFP simultaneously ** Filter set 450/40 can be turned off for 740/35 (BUV737) or
379/28 (BUV395) (BUV395)
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